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Abstract
Urban air mobility vehicles have taken form as advanced rotorcraft with sets of wings,
rotors, canards, and other appendages. Noise generation is an important technical
barrier that must be addressed to prevent these vehicles from causing excessive disturbance to the communities they are intended to service. There is a need for efficient
and low-fidelity analysis tools specifically for the conceptual design and sizing phase of
urban air mobility vehicle development. Such tools must be computationally efficient
to allow for repeated analyses needed for design optimization. This paper presents
coupled aerodynamic and aeroacoustic analysis formulated for gradient-based design
optimization. Rotor performance is modeled using HELIX, a hybrid blade element
momentum theory tool, coupled with PULSE, an aeroacoustic analysis tool based on
the Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings aeroacoustic analogy, reformulated as Farassat Formulation 1A. This work presents a methodology for computing implicit derivatives of
the coupled aerodynamic and aeroacoustic models implemented within the software
package OpenMDAO. Both models are validated independently, and derivatives are
verified using finite difference and complex step approximations. These tools are used
to analyze and optimize the rotors on the single passenger NASA N+1 quadrotor vehicle with respect to blade-shape parameters. This paper aims to introduce aeroacoustic
analysis into gradient-based optimization efficiently and demonstrate the impact that
such optimization can have for minimizing the noise footprint of an urban air mobility
vehicle.
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1

Introduction

Urban air mobility (UAM) is an emerging market that aims to improve transportation networks in urban and rural environments utilizing advanced aerial vehicles [1].
Vehicles designed for UAM aim to provide efficient travel for both faster and further
transportation [2]. Currently, many cities across the globe face congestion challenges
as their highway systems are unable to cope with the increased number of residents
and daily commuters. Similarly, many rural areas have become secluded as they are
out of reach of convenient travel from large residential centers [2]. By developing
vertical or short takeoff and landing vehicles, an entirely new type of transportation
can be created, improving the connectivity and efficiency of transportation systems.
UAM vehicles have taken shape as complex rotorcraft with sets of propellers, rotors,
wings, canards, and other appendages. These vehicles have become possible due to
the convergence of many technologies, including electric propulsion and autonomous
flight systems [1, 3]. While some UAM prototypes have been tested extensively, their
community acceptance remains unknown.
NASA has identified ten areas of technological development necessary for UAM
deployment on a large scale. These areas range from ease of certification to efficiency
to community noise and annoyance [1, 4]. Vehicle noise generation is a critical technological barrier that must be addressed to make UAM feasible. If a noise limit is
not achieved, communities will likely deem UAM infeasible as it will be too disruptive [2, 4]. To promote technology development, NASA released reference vehicles,
known as the N+1 vehicle designs [4]. These vehicles include a one-person electric
quadrotor, a six-person side-by-side helicopter with hybrid propulsion, and a fifteenperson tiltwing turboelectric vehicle [4]. A lift+cruise vehicle was added to the N+1
designs as an additional research vehicle [5, 6]. All of the vehicles were designed using
multidisciplinary analyses with comprehensive vehicle design tools; however, acoustic
performance was not directly included as a consideration. Instead, the vehicles were
designed to maintain a low rotor tip speed to reduce noise, and rotors were placed in
ways that decrease the likelihood of noisy blade-to-blade and rotor-to-rotor interaction. A study on developments of electric propulsion for aircraft found that electric
aircraft design is likely to be a highly coupled problem between disciplines, meaning
it is important to incorporate relevant vehicle design and performance analyses in a
complete vehicle design optimization framework [7]. Furthermore, noise generation is
largely determined in the conceptual design phase [2], suggesting that careful multidisciplinary design optimization throughout the preliminary design optimization process
can help reduce vehicle noise.
A frequently used method for rotor performance modeling is blade element momentum theory (BEMT), which provides an efficient technique for computing rotor
performance and blade loading by combining momentum analysis with blade element
analysis [8]. While accurate for axial flow scenarios, many BEMT formulations are
unable to predict rotor performance in off-axial or edgewise flight accurately. This
limitation poses a significant restriction limiting the method’s usability for many new
vehicle designs, such as edgewise flight quadrotors. To improve BEMT’s versatility,
novel hybrid blade element momentum theory (HBEM) methods have been proposed,
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combining blade element analysis and momentum theory in a way that allows for forward flight analysis [9, 10]. One such method is particularly useful for vehicle control
applications, using parameter fitting to identify aerodynamic parameters for a specific
vehicle in question [9]. A more general formulation uses blade geometry and flight
conditions to iteratively identify the relationship between forces and moments and a
rotor’s angular velocity [10]. This methodology is general and provides a useful technique for efficient rotor design analyses needed for optimization studies. Unfortunately,
BEMT methods, including HBEM, offer poor robustness, making them challenging to
use for repeated design optimization analyses. To combat this issue, the underlying
formulation and iterative solving techniques can be adapted to provide a formulation
that guarantees a solution [11]. This robust methodology has been successfully used
for wind turbine optimization studies, ensuring efficient and guaranteed solutions at
each design iteration [12].
Using a robust solution method for rotor performance and blade loads, the aeroacoustic footprint of a rotor can be computed to quantify the noise it generates in flight.
A commonly used method for rotorcraft aeroacoustic modeling is the Ffowcs Williams
and Hawkings model (FWH) [13]. This model is an integral-based formulation that
is a direct refactoring of the Navier-Stokes equations and has shown to be a useful
tool specifically for rotor analysis [14]. The Farassat Formulation 1A is a simplified
variant of the FWH model that can be efficiently implemented within computational
tools to obtain noise measurements with varying degrees of fidelity [15]. This formulation has been used for several UAM noise generation studies, such as investigating
the acoustic performance of electric, low-tip-speed propellers [16]. Further studies have
investigated the validity of using such methods, typically implemented for helicopters,
for modern rotorcraft featuring sets of rotors, wings, and other appendages [17–19].
While self-noise appears to be an increasingly important noise source, especially at
low Reynolds numbers, these studies found that the FWH model, formulated as Farassat Formulation 1A can accurately predict noise generation for small unmanned aerial
vehicles. Furthermore, similar studies investigated the effects of different vehicle and
rotor configurations, such as the use of stacked, co-rotating rotors [20]. Understanding
model accuracy and vehicle noise sources is an ongoing research area that is important
for vehicle design and optimization studies.
Performing multidisciplinary design optimization is likely an important aspect of
electric vehicle design, given the close-coupling between vehicle components [7]. Such
optimization studies can be carried out using the software package OpenMDAO, a
framework for design problems with underlying coupled numerical models [21]. OpenMDAO offers efficient techniques for computing problem derivatives, such as the direct
or adjoint methods [22, 23], and provides tools for interfacing with gradient-based
optimizers to define and optimize a vehicle design. This framework has been used successfully for aeroacoustic optimization, for example, for optimizing the trajectory of a
vehicle using a simplified monopole noise source [24]. Further work on electric vehicles
using OpenMDAO found that the traditional design process was not able to comprehensively analyze the interdisciplinary environment defining a UAM vehicle [25, 26].
Model coupling, analysis, and optimization using OpenMDAO proved to be important
for understanding and optimizing UAM vehicle concepts and has been used for further
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optimization analyses, incorporating aeroacoustic considerations [27, 28].
In this paper, we present a set of techniques, coupled using OpenMDAO, to perform
gradient-based multidisciplinary design optimization of a NASA N+1 UAM vehicle.
The aerodynamic and rotor performance modeling is carried out using a quasi-steady
HBEM model, formulated to be used with the direct implicit derivative computation
method. This model is used to compute rotor blade loads as well as rotor performance, such as total thrust and coefficient of thrust. The results from the HBEM
model are passed through OpenMDAO to an aeroacoustic analysis tool based on the
Farassat Formulation 1A. The coupled models are differentiated using forward-mode
algorithmic differentiation, and derivatives are verified with both the finite difference
and complex step derivate computation techniques. The goal of this paper is to showcase an efficient methodology for aeroacoustic-informed rotor optimization, leveraging
quasi-steady assumptions to help improve the efficiency of time-accurate optimization
analysis.

2

Computational Methods

Coupled aerodynamic and aeroacoustic optimization can be carried out by combining both disciplines within a multidisciplinary design optimization framework. In this
work, aerodynamic and aeroacoustic analysis tools are combined within the framework OpenMDAO, which handles data passage and coupled gradient computation for
gradient-based optimization. The structure of the optimization problem is presented
in an extended design structure matrix (XDSM) [29] diagram in Figure 1.
The optimization workflow follows the black arrows, whereas the gray lines signify
data passing between components, such as geometry or ambient flow parameters. Parameters that are case-specific and not solution states are denoted as xi , and are passed
as needed to specific components within the framework. Each optimization cycle begins by solving for the aerodynamic state of the flow, in this case focusing on rotor
performance using a BEMT model. This nonlinear block, denoted Aerodynamic Analysis, is converged using a nonlinear solver to decrease the residual, R(u1 ), to zero. The
state variable, u1 , is the aerodynamic solution state, while u2 is the aerodynamic data
required for aeroacoustic analysis. Once the aerodynamic solver is converged, both the
aerodynamic solution state and additional data are passed to the Aeroacoustic Analysis block. This block does not require a solver, as it acts as a post-processor for the
aerodynamic data. The results from the aerodynamic and aeroacoustic analysis are
passed to the Functional Evaluations block, where quantities of interest are computed.
These quantities are values of interest such as noise level or rotor thrust and are returned to the optimizer in the form of an objective function, f , and constraint function,
c values. All state variables in the figure appear as stacks because the analyses are
inherently time-accurate; that is, the variables represent time-histories of aerodynamic
and aeroacoustic quantities. The workflow is repeated for each optimization iteration,
following the path described by the black arrows.
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Figure 1: eXtended Design Structure Matrix (XDSM) for coupled aerodynamicaeroacoustic optimization. Optimization iterations follow the black arrows and additional data passes through the gray lines. Variables denoted with xi are design
variables and case parameters, variables denoted with ui are state variables, and f and
c are the objective and constraint function values, respectively.

2.1

Aerodynamic Modeling

BEMT is a popular and computationally efficient approach for modeling rotor aerodynamic performance [8]. Using BEMT for UAM aeroacoustic informed optimization
has been investigated [27] and has shown promise using reduced-fidelity tools with
simplifying assumptions. However, many BEMT models impose restrictions on the
flight scenarios that can be modeled, such as allowing for only axial free-stream flow.
HBEM, formulated in this work within a tool called HELIX, is an extension of BEMT
that has been developed to handle a variety of flight scenarios beyond axial flight [10].
This is a useful tool for vehicle design as it can be applied to configurations that fly
in neither fully edgewise flight nor fully axial flight. Similarly, as compared to traditional BEMT methods such as the ones employed in [27], HBEM is not restricted to
azimuthal symmetry. This is a particularly important consideration for aeroacoustic
analysis as transient loading effects can yield substantial variations in noise generation.
BEMT relies on a combination of blade element theory and momentum theory.
Momentum theory, depicted in Figure 2a, assumes a rotor operates as a disk, encased
within a streamtube. This streamtube contracts as the disk accelerates the flow, generating thrust. As opposed to momentum theory, where a rotor’s geometry is not
needed, blade element theory is a technique for computing rotor performance by analyzing blade sections. As shown in Figure 2b, airfoil properties and flow conditions are
used to compute the lift, thrust, and drag generated by individual blade sections. This
analysis depends on the rotor inflow velocity at the location in question, φ(r), the ele-
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ment twist, θ0 , and blade properties such as the airfoil lift-curve-slope. By discretizing
a single rotor revolution about its azimuthal axis, blade element theory can be used to
compute the total thrust a rotor generates. BEMT is based on the combination of momentum theory and blade element theory, using aspects of both methods to compute
rotor performance.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Schematics for blade element momentum theory (a) momentum theory
streamtube with propeller disk (b) blade element theory element cross section
HBEM is based on the requirement that momentum theory and blade element
theory yield the same thrust coefficient over one rotor revolution. The thrust coefficient
calculated with momentum theory (CT,M T ) can be computed using the desired rotor
thrust Tdes , radius R, and tip speed Vt , along with free-stream density ρ0 . This can be
written as:
CT,M T =

Tdes
.
πρ0 Vt2 R2

(1)

In contrast to momentum theory, blade element theory accounts for blade geometry
and requires time-marching through one rotor revolution. A linear inflow model for
blade element theory can be written to describe the flow entering and passing through
the propeller disk area [8],
λ = λ0 (1 + kx r cos(ψ) + ky r sin(ψ)) ,

(2)

where λ0 is the uniform inflow ratio and can be obtained as an extension of momentum
theory, kx and ky are model-based parameters that are problem dependent, r is the
radial location along the rotor blade, and ψ is the azimuthal angle of rotation. The
inflow ratio is then used to define the radial (ur ), tangential (ut ), and perpendicular
(up ) velocity components passing over the rotor:
ur = µ cos(ψ);

ut = r + µ sin(ψ);

up = λ.

(3)

An initial evaluation of the lift generated by each discretized rotor section can be
computed using a blade section’s lift-curve-slope, Clα , and effective angle of attack αeff .
Cl = Clα αeff ,
6

(4)

where αeff = (θ0 − αl=0 − φ). θ0 represents the angle of attack of the blade section, αl=0
is the angle of attack of zero-lift, and φ is based on the velocity of the incoming flow as
φ = tan−1 (up /ut ). A stall model is applied to the lift coefficient calculation to improve
this approach’s fidelity and avoid having the optimizer exploit unphysical angles of
attack [30]. This model adjusts the computed coefficient of lift based on an effective
angle of attack, using the airfoil stall transition angle α0 , and transition parameter M .
The modified coefficient of lift equation is reformulated as
Cl = (1 − σ)Clα αeff + σ[2sign(αeff − αL=0 ) sin2 (αeff − αL=0 ) cos(αeff − αL=0 )],

(5)

where
σ=

1 + e−M (αeff −αL=0 −α0 ) + eM (αeff −αL=0 +α0 )
.
[1 + e−M (αeff −αL=0 −α0 ) ] [1 + e−M (αeff −αL=0 +α0 ) ]

(6)

Ultimately the coefficient of thrust for blade element theory can be computed as:
Z R Z 2π
Nb
CT,BET =
Cl u2 c(r) cos(φ)dψdr.
(7)
4R2 π 2 0 0
Here Nb is the number of blades on the rotor, c(r) is the chord length of the blade
as a function of rotor
q radius, and u is the magnitude of velocity at the simulated
blade section: u = u2p + u2t . For the application in this paper, rotor thrust is solved
iteratively to satisfy the requirement that momentum theory and blade element theory
yield the same thrust coefficients. The residual for this iterative solver procedure can
be written formally as
R(Tmag ) = CT,BET (Tmag ) − CT,M T (Tmag ),

(8)

where the state variable, Tmag , is the magnitude of the thrust of the rotor at each timestep. Momentum theory and blade element theory are computed, and the residual is
converged for each time-step and each rotor, yielding a quasi-steady analysis that can
be used for aeroacoustic analysis. To ensure robust convergence, a line search method
is used to identify a region that contains the solution to the system. Then, a solution is
found using Brent’s method, a root-finding algorithm with guaranteed convergence [31].
This methodology is implemented within an analysis tool called HELIX that simulates quasi-steady rotor performance. HELIX is written for coupling with aeroacoustic
analysis and outputs both rotor performance such as rotor thrust, torque, and moment
coefficients, as well as time-accurate blade loads. The HBEM formulation used within
HELIX captures the foundation of BEMT but does not include advanced corrections
such as root and tip loss models. Adding such models to HELIX can improve the
fidelity of the results while incurring a computational cost. Within the present work,
HELIX is used to compute rotor thrust and blade loads that are used for aeroacoustic
analysis.
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2.2

Aeroacoustic Modeling

Formulations for computing noise generated by a moving surface can be derived from
the Navier–Stokes equations governing fluid dynamics. These models require close
coupling with aerodynamic solvers, as time histories of each of the aerodynamic state
variables are needed to accurately compute noise generation. One integral-based formulation for aeroacoustic analysis is the FWH model, which computes monopole, dipole,
and quadrupole noise sources [13]:
4πa20 ρ0 =

∂2
∂xi ∂xj
|

Z
V

Z

HTij
∂
d3 η −
rk1 − Mr k
∂xi
{z
} |

S

Quadrupole

Pij + ρ0 vi (vj − uj )
∂
nj dS(η) +
rk1 − Mr k
∂t
{z
} |

Z

Dipole

S

ρ0 ui + ρ0 (vi − ui )
ni dS(η) .
rk1 − Mr k
{z
}
Monopole

(9)

The quadrupole noise term is particularly challenging to compute but is generally
considered less significant than the dipole and monopole terms, particularly at low tip
Mach numbers. For this study, the quadrupole noise term is not considered in the noise
calculation. Several reformulations of the FWH model have been suggested and one
commonly used variant is Farassat Formulation 1A [15], which transforms the dipole
and monopole pressure perturbation terms into integrals for loading (p0L ) and thickness
(p0T ) pressure perturbations, written as
0

pL (~
x, t) =

1
4πa0

Z "
S

F˙i r̂i
r(1 − Mr )2

#
dS +
τ∗

1
4π

Z "
S

Fi (r̂i − Mi )
r 2 (1 − Mr )2

#
dS +
τ∗

1
4πa0

Z "
S

Fi r̂i (r Ṁi r̂i + a0 (Mi r̂i − Mi Mi ))
r 2 (1 − Mr )3

#
dS
τ∗

(10)
1
0
pT (~
x, t) =
4π

Z "
S

ρ0 u˙n
r(1 − Mr )2

#
τ∗

1
dS +
4π

Z "
S

ρ0 un (r Ṁi r̂i + a0 (Mi r̂i − Mi Mi ))
r 2 (1 − Mr )3

#
dS.

(11)

τ∗

These equations depend on the force on the blade, F , and its derivative in time,
the component directions of the Mach number of each geometry panel, Mi , the velocity
components of the panels, ui , and the free-stream density ρ0 and speed of sound a0 .
This blade data is passed from a coupled aerodynamic analysis, such as from the
HBEM model. As shown in Figure 3, the blade data is radiated outwards to a desired
observer point location to compute retarded time, τ ∗ . This represents the time at
which a particular set of blade element data reaches the observer point computed as a
pressure perturbation. The retarded time is interpolated to the desired observer time
vector and used to compute the blade element location, velocity, forcing, and area in
source time. This interpolation is done using Akima interpolation to smooth the input
time-history data [32]. Once data has been interpolated to the required source time
for each observer, the dipole and monopole pressure perturbation contributions can be
computed at each observer point.
This formulation assumes an accurate rotor geometrical representation, in particular to compute monopole noise. Monopole noise is based on rotor geometry and cannot
be modeled directly using Farassat Formulation 1A with simplifying approximations
such as blade-element modeling. An alternative technique for modeling monopole noise
can be implemented using sets of sources and sinks positioned at locations along defined element sections [33]. These chordwise sections provide a reduced-fidelity model
8

Figure 3: Schematic of a rotor blade section, approximated as a source surface for
Farassat Formulation 1A. Element data is propagated to an observer point of interest
to compute the pressure perturbation in retarded time.
to compute monopole noise, even when blade-element model assumptions are made.
This technique is implemented within a computational aeroacoustic analysis tool as
a compact aeroacoustic formulation, allowing for efficient analysis of monopole noise
sources.
Sound pressure level represents the total noise of a pressure perturbation time
history, serving as a useful metric for quantifying the impact of aeroacoustic noise.
Sound pressure level is computed by comparing the root mean square of the pressure
time history to a reference pressure, taken as pref = 2 × 10−5 Pa,
SPL = 20 log10

prms
.
pref

(12)

Given aerodynamic loading data, Farassat Formulation 1A, with a compact monopole
noise model, is able to compute tonal noise generated by a vehicle in flight [34], but
does not capture noise such as high-speed impulsive noise or broadband noise. These
sources are not considered within the present work; however, broadband noise may
significantly contribute to aeroacoustic noise in low tip-speed UAM vehicles. For this
work, Farassat Formulation 1A with a compact monopole noise model is implemented
within an analysis tool called PULSE and used to compute the noise on a plane of
observer points below a UAM vehicle in hover flight condition.

2.3

Multidisciplinary Design Optimization Coupling

Gradient-based optimization can substantially improve optimization performance, as
compared to gradient-free methods [35]. To perform gradient-based optimization, the
gradients of the objective function and all constraints with respect to the design variables must be computed. This means that the aerodynamic analysis, the aeroacoustic
analysis, and the functional evaluations must be differentiated or these derivatives must
be approximated using derivative computation techniques such as finite difference or
complex step [36]. The gradients of interest can be written as:
9

df
: Objective Function Gradient
dx

dc
: Constraint Functions Gradients
dx

In this notation, f is the objective function, computed as a scalar value, while x
and c are vector quantities representing the design variable vector and vectorized constraints, respectively. The dimensions of these matrices are dependent on the number
of design variables and constraint functions. The gradients of the objective function
(df /dx) form a vector with a length of number of design variables (nx ). Instead, the
gradients of the constraints (dc/dx) form a matrix with dimensions nc by nx , or number
of design variables by number of constraints.
The values for the required gradients can be computed in various ways, ranging
in implementation difficulty, computational effort, and memory usage [23]. The most
straightforward way of computing a derivative is to use the finite difference method.
This method is non-intrusive; it approximates the derivatives by computing the relative
change in functions of interest after perturbing one design variable at a time. The firstorder forward finite difference scheme for the objective function derivative with respect
to the ith design variable (xi ) can be written as
f (x + ∆xi ) − f (x)
df
=
.
dxi
∆xi

(13)

This method is useful as it has a low implementation cost and can be used to compute
gradients across an entire system without having to consider the intricate details involved in coupled analysis. However, finite difference methods suffer from noisy derivatives that can make optimizations challenging to converge. Decreasing the step size,
∆xi , improves the finite difference approximation to a point until numerical precision
errors become dominant and the finite difference approximation becomes inaccurate.
When working with finite differences, the step size must be carefully chosen to correctly compute gradients, making it challenging to use reliably [23]. Additionally, the
cost of computing gradients using finite differences is tied to the number of design
variables. The entire system, including iterative solutions and model couplings, must
be computed for each design variable gradient computation.
An alternative to using finite differences is the complex step method [36]. This
approach follows a similar procedure to the finite difference method; however, the
perturbation on the variable of interest is taken in the imaginary direction. The formula
for the complex step derivative of the objective function with respect to a design
variable, xi , can be written as
Im [f (x + i∆xi )]
df
=
.
dxi
∆xi

(14)

The complex step method does not suffer from numerical cancellation issues, as there
is no subtractive operation in the equation. Consequently, the step size can be made
extremely small, limited by numerical precision, to compute derivatives with numerical
precision accuracy. This method is more difficult to implement than finite difference
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because the source code for each analysis component must be compatible with complex numbers, and necessary code operations must be overloaded to ensure accurate
derivatives [36]. Source code transformation and operator overloading can be challenging to implement accurately. This method is advantageous as it can be used across
coupled models without advanced model coupling techniques and yields gradients that
are accurate to numerical precision. However, this method also requires a higher computational effort as the computations are more complicated than the finite difference
method. As with the finite difference method, the complex step method cost scales with
the number of design variables. The entire system, including iterative solutions and
model couplings, must be computed for each design variable derivative computation,
taking care that the imaginary components in iterative solvers converge to necessary
tolerances.
An alternative method to finite difference and complex step methods is algorithmic
differentiation (AD), where source code is parsed and re-written with additional lines
for derivative computation. Forward-mode AD is similar to the finite difference and
complex step methods because it finds the gradients of all output values with respect to
a single design variable of interest. As with the finite difference and complex step, the
code can be run repeatedly, once for each design variable, to find all the derivatives of
design variables. Conversely, reverse-mode AD computes derivatives of a single output
value, computing all of the gradients of a single output value with respect to all of
the design variables of interest. This method is particularly advantageous when the
number of outputs, nf + nc , is notably less than the number of inputs, nx . Directly
computing gradients from an algorithmically differentiated code requires repeatedly
solving the governing equations in the model, which is often an iterative and inefficient
task.
Implicit analytic methods are a set of techniques that avoid converging governing
equations repeatedly when computing derivatives, improving the efficiency of derivative computation [22, 37]. When computing derivatives of a model with an implicit
component, such as an iterative solver, the functions of interest depend on both the
design variables and solution state variables. The function of interest and residual of
the governing equation can be written explicitly as:
R (x, u(x)) = 0 : Solution Residuals

f = f (x, u(x)) : Function of Interest

(15)

By using the chain rule, the total derivative of a single function of interest can be
written as
∂f
∂f
du
df
=
+
,
dx
∂x
∂u |{z}
dx
|{z}
|{z}
|{z}

1 × nx

nf × nx

(16)

1 × nu nu × nx

where the total derivatives, denoted by d(·)/d(·) require converging the governing equations, while partial derivatives, denoted by ∂(·)/∂(·) do not. A similar expansion can
be applied to the residual equation, forcing the system to equal zero as the governing
equations must be satisfied. With this condition, the total derivative equation can be
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rearranged, as in Equation 17.
dR
∂R
∂R
=
+
dx
∂x
∂u
|{z}
|{z}
|{z}

nR × nx

nR × nx

du
=0
dx
|{z}


−1
du
∂R
∂R
=−
dx
∂u
∂x

⇒

(17)

nR × nu nu × nx

This result for du/dx can be substituted into Equation 16, to yield
φ

z


∂f
df
∂f ∂R
=
−
dx
∂x ∂u ∂u
|
{z
ψT

}|−1

{
∂R
∂x

(18)

}

This total derivative equation can be solved in two forms, using either the direct method
or the adjoint method. The direct method involves solving a linear system for the
quantity φ that is equivalent to: φ = du/dx. Instead, the adjoint method involves
solving a linear system for the quantity ψ [23]. These linear systems can be written as
in equation 19.
∂R
∂u
|{z}

nu × nu

φ
|{z}

nu × nx

=

∂R
∂x
|{z}

T
 T
∂R
∂f
ψ =
: Adjoint Method
|{z}
∂u
∂u
| {z } nu × 1 | {z }


: Direct Method

nu × nx

nu × nu

nu × 1

(19)

The cost of the direct method is dependent on the number of design variables, nx .
In contrast, the cost of the adjoint method is dependent on the number of functions
of interest, nf . In this way, the direct and adjoint methods are notionally similar to
forward- and reverse-mode AD, respectively, and can be implemented by using AD on
the necessary source code components. The choice of which method to implement is
dependent on the number of design variables and functions of interest in the system;
when there are fewer design variables than functions of interest, the direct method is
favorable, while when there are fewer functions of interest than design variables, the
adjoint method is favorable.
These derivative computation techniques can be applied to the coupled aerodynamicaeroacoustic optimization problem, where there is a single iterative solver in the HBEM
component. This solver comprises the solution residual: R(x, u(x)), where the state
variable, u, is the scalar thrust magnitude of each simulated rotor at each time-step in
the analysis. Consequently, there is one scalar residual value, per rotor, per time-step,
and all residuals are independent of each other given the quasi-steady formulation of
HBEM. The sparsity in the residual matrix can be utilized to make implicit derivative
computation efficient and straightforward to implement.
The required matrices for implicit derivative computation are shown schematically
in Figure 4. These matrices represent an associated functional of interest, f , computed
for each rotor and each time-step. Given that the HBEM analysis is time-accurate, the
functional of interest may be a vector as opposed to a single scalar value. The colored
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squares in the matrices in Figure 4 represent elements that may be non-zero, meaning
that the partial derivative matrix of ∂f /∂x may be dense. Since this analysis is quasisteady, there will be a single quantity of interest per time-step, per rotor. This means
that the matrix dimensions are (ntime nrotor × nx ). The partial derivative matrix of the
functional with respect to the state variables, ∂f /∂u, is strictly diagonal, as shown in
Figure 4, with non-zero entries only on the matrix diagonal. While the matrix is large,
with the same number of functional values as state variables (ntime nrotor × ntime nrotor ),
the sparsity can be utilized to compute both the direct or adjoint methods efficiently.

Figure 4: Structure of the matrices required for derivative computation. Squares signify possible non-zero elements with each color requiring a single forward pass of the
derivative computation routine.
As with the partial derivatives of the functional with respect to design and state
variables, the partial derivatives of the residual with respect to design and state variables must be computed. The partial derivatives of the residual with respect to design variables, ∂R/∂x, can be computed efficiently by using a differentiated version
of the residual routine used by the iterative solver. The resulting matrix is of size
(ntime nrotor × nx ), and may be a dense matrix. This result is shown schematically
in Figure 4. Instead, the partial derivative matrix of the residual with respect to the
state variables, ∂R/∂u, can be computed efficiently with a differentiated version of the
residual routine used by the iterative solver, but now with derivatives with respect to
state variables. As shown schematically in Figure 4, the matrix is strictly diagonal,
with non-zero entries only possible on the matrix diagonal. This is because for a single
residual found on the desired rotor (i) at the desired time-step (j), Ri,j , there exists
a single state value ui,j corresponding to the desired rotor and time-step. This matrix
is large, of size (ntime nrotor × ntime nrotor ), but it can be computed in a single forward
pass by using derivative coloring. Computing derivatives for the HBEM quasi-steady
formulation is particularly efficient, given the derivative matrices’ inherent sparsity.
Unifying the aerodynamic and aeroacoustic analysis tools is carried out using OpenMDAO, an open-source multidisciplinary design optimization framework designed to
handled coupled systems [21]. The N2 diagram, showing the model structure, coupling, and data passage for the optimization problem within OpenMDAO, is shown
in Figure 5. This framework helps handle derivative computation and optimization
tasks in a standardized way, implementing required solver routines. The OpenMDAO
methodology utilizes the modular analysis and unified derivatives (MAUD) architecture
that enables computing derivatives on coupled explicit and implicit analysis compo13

nents [38, 39]. This formulation generalizes all analysis components as implicit components that must satisfy constraints added within the model. All of the variables in
the analysis are transformed into model inputs and outputs, helping to transform the
analysis into a monolithic nonlinear system. The unified derivatives equation (UDE)
can be applied to the constructed nonlinear system for computing derivatives in optimization [38, 39].

Figure 5: OpenMDAO N2 diagram showing the analysis coupling and flow of data
between the models. Diagonal elements represent computational blocks, while offdiagonal elements and red arrows represent component coupling. This model is upper
diagonal, meaning that all elements can be computed with a single forward pass.
The N2 diagram, Figure 5, contains diagonal elements that represent computational blocks, while off-diagonal elements and red arrows denote component coupling
and flow of data. Given that the iterative solver in the HBEM component is not exposed to OpenMDAO, the model implementation is upper triangular, signifying that
a single pass of the OpenMDAO model is required to compute all component values.
To compute derivatives, the OpenMDAO model can be configured in forward-mode,
traversing it from left to right, or in reverse-mode, traversing it from right to left,
depending on which method is more efficient for the particular optimization problem. Each analysis block, wrapped in Python for OpenMDAO, is written in Fortran
with the source code necessary for derivative computation differentiated using Tapenade [40] in forward-mode. These analysis components include Python interfaces,
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using Numpy [41], f2py [42], and f90wrap [43]. The coupled aeroacoustic optimization problem with quasi-steady assumptions can be formulated efficiently to utilize the
OpenMDAO framework to perform gradient-based multidisciplinary design optimization.

3

Verification and Validation

3.1

Aerodynamic Analysis Validation

The foundation of BEMT is well established for rotor analysis and has been used and
validated extensively. However, many different formulations of the theory exist that
lend themselves to other applications. Some methodologies can capture different rotor
wake states, while others assume that the rotor is always producing thrust. The HBEM
model used in this paper assumes that there exists a well-established slipstream across
the rotor that is producing thrust. This formulation has been validated against experimental data obtained from wind tunnel measurements [10]. The validation studies were
repeated using HELIX to ensure that the modified implementation for gradient-based
optimization is consistent with the original HBEM theory and accurate to experimental
data.
Wind tunnel experiments were carried out using an APC MR8x45 small unmanned
aerial vehicle rotor1 . A single rotor was connected to a three-force transducer mounted
on a force balance in a wind tunnel. The forces on the rotor were measured for a variety
of inlet flow directions and flow velocities. The inlet flow directions range from 0◦ (axial
flow) to 90◦ (edgewise flow), with measurements carried out at freestream velocities of
V∞ = 5, 10, 15 m/s. The model was validated by comparing various measurements
with experimental data, including thrust vs. advance ratio, thrust vs. climb ratio, and
thrust vs. angular velocity. To validate HELIX, the thrust vs. angular velocity cases
were rerun and compared with experimental data.
The wind tunnel validation results obtained using HELIX are shown in Figure 6,
where Figures 6a, 6b, and 6c correspond to the 5, 10, and 15 m/s cases, respectively.
Experimental data taken in ten-degree increments is shown as dots, while HELIX
results are shown as curved lines. The results for freestream velocity of V∞ = 5 m/s
show qualitative agreement between experimental data and computational results, with
the HELIX analysis matching experimental results particularly well in edgewise inflow
conditions. Additionally, the HELIX results appear to match the experimental trend,
with thrust increasing exponentially. The results for freestream velocity of V∞ = 10 m/s
again show qualitative agreement in the trend, with better accuracy for edgewise inflow
conditions and more significant deviation for axial flight. Similarly, the results for a
freestream velocity of V∞ = 15 m/s show the computational results matching the trends
of the experimental measurements but under-predicting the thrust generated in axial
flight conditions.
These results show that the HBEM formulation within HELIX provides an efficient technique for approximating a rotor’s performance and operational trends while
1

APC Propellers: https://www.apcprop.com/
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Figure 6: HBEM theory validation results, HELIX (lines) compared to experimental
data (dots). Experimental data reproduced from Davoudi et al. [10] (a) V∞ = 5 m/s
(b) V∞ = 10 m/s (c) V∞ = 15 m/s
suffering from accuracy errors, especially when operating in higher freestream flow
conditions. This low-fidelity implementation provides a useful starting point for identifying trends in vehicle design and for carrying out gradient-based optimization to
understand rotor blade design parameters.

3.2

Aeroacoustic Analysis Validation

The theories and methodologies implemented for aeroacoustic analysis within PULSE
have been verified extensively for rotorcraft applications. The formulation used in
PULSE, the Farassat Formulation 1A with a compact source-sink assumption for
monopole noise, has been implemented in previous rotorcraft studies. The methodology
was verified against experimental data from the Higher-Harmonic-Control Aeroacoustic Rotor Test experiments and used for noise prediction of a UH-60 rotor [34]. To
ensure that the modified implementation used for gradient-based optimization within
PULSE is accurate, the tool was validated against measured data from a parallel bladevortex-interaction wind tunnel experiment.
Parallel blade-vortex interaction is a phenomenon in which a rotor blade interacts
with a vortex filament, momentarily causing a significant pressure perturbation resulting in a spike in noise signal. This phenomenon was studied experimentally using wind
tunnel experiments, depicted by the schematic shown in Figure 7a [44]. The experiment
consists of an airfoil generating a vortex ahead of a rotor downstream. Microphone
measurements were taken throughout the analysis, recording the pressure perturbations caused by the blade-vortex interaction. Given that HBEM, as implemented for
his paper, is not able to capture the effects of blade-vortex interaction, a simplified
indicial method was used to generate aerodynamic data needed for aeroacoustic analysis [45, 46]. Figure 7b shows a pressure time history over one rotor revolution comparing
experimental data with the result simulated using PULSE.
The comparison between experimental measurement and computationally simulated results using PULSE shows that the tool can capture the major noise sources in
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Figure 7: Parallel blade-vortex interaction aeroacoustic validation case (a) experimental setup (reproduced from Kitaplioglu et al. [44]) (b) comparison between experimental
data [44] and result simulated with PULSE
the pressure time history. While there is a slight offset in phase between the experimental and computational result, PULSE can capture the magnitude and shape of
the pressure perturbation caused by the blade-vortex interaction. This result indicates
that the aeroacoustic solver within PULSE can correctly resolve pressure perturbation
contributions using aerodynamic data, capturing the tonal noise of a rotor in flight.

4

Baseline Analysis

The NASA N+1 single passenger quadrotor with RPM control features four identical
rotors, with the rear rotors elevated slightly above the front rotors to avoid interaction
in flight. This vehicle was designed and sized using the NASA Design and Analysis of
Rotorcraft (NDARC) tool and analyzed using the rotorcraft analysis tool CAMRAD [5].
The quadrotor has been further analyzed with high-fidelity methods to understand its
aerodynamic and aeroacoustic performance [47, 48]. While the vehicle design process
took into consideration acoustic footprint, the vehicle was not optimized for minimum
noise generation. In this work, rotor performance is computed for 360 time-steps over
a 0.5-second interval to extract rotor thrust and time-accurate blade loads. This timehistory corresponds to approximately five rotor revolutions. The data is transferred to a
coupled aeroacoustic analysis tool that interpolates the aerodynamic data in retarded
time to 360 timepoints. The sound pressure level is then computed in a uniformly
spaced, 10 × 10 grid of observer points located 5 meters below the center of the rotor
or vehicle. The simulated rotor performance and sound pressure level are used for
gradient-based design optimization.
The data required for blade element analysis includes airfoil properties at each defined blade section. The baseline design sections include four airfoil definitions whose
locations along the span of the blade are shown in Figure 8a, which also shows the
baseline twist and chord distributions. The rotors are assumed to operate at a col17

lective pitch of 7.767◦ , applied in addition to the blade twist. Airfoil properties at
each defined section were computed using pyXLIGHT, based on the airfoil analysis
tool XFOIL with a viscous formulation [49]. The Cl vs. α curves are shown in Figure 8b. Operating conditions for each section, namely Reynolds number and Mach
number, were computed using the baseline hover state variables at each corresponding
blade location. The airfoil properties at each section were assumed to be fixed at the
baseline design values. These results are used to compute the properties necessary for
HBEM analysis and interpolated to the number of specified design variables at spanwise locations. The chord and twist values at each specified location serve as design
variables during optimization and are further interpolated for higher resolution blade
elements in the HBEM solver. Three spanwise design variable resolutions are used in
the optimization cases, corresponding to n = 5, n = 10, and n = 15 equally-spaced
spanwise sections.
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Figure 8: Baseline blade design data for the NASA N+1 quadrotor vehicle (a) twist
and chord distributions (b) airfoil Cl vs. α curves in hover flight condition
While the noise footprint of a vehicle is dependent on its complete configuration, an
isolated rotor analysis can provide insight into the noise generated by vehicle operation,
mainly from loading and thickness noise sources. Figure 9 shows an analysis of an
isolated rotor from the N+1 quadrotor, where Figures 9a and 9b show the blade loading
and noise footprint, respectively. As the rotor is in hovering flight, both the blade
loading and noise footprint are axisymmetric. The blade load distribution shows low
loading at the blade’s root, increasing towards the blade’s center and decreasing at
the tip. Given that the HBEM model does not model hub or tip losses, the blade
loading is likely higher than the actual performance, especially at the blade extremities.
The maximum sound pressure level and total simulated thrust for the n = 5, n =
10, and n = 15 analyses are shown in Tables 1 and 2 for the isolated rotor and
quadrotor configurations, respectively. As a comparison, the rotor design thrust is
Tz = 1429.175345 N [4].
The resulting noise footprint shows a significant decrease in noise directly below
18

Table 1: Isolated rotor baseline analysis results
n Maximum SPL [dB]
5
71.791254
10
71.954660
15
71.951303

Thrust [N]
1425.704352
1440.569717
1440.298172

Table 2: Quadrotor baseline analysis results
n Maximum SPL [dB]
5
80.306946
10
80.468196
15
80.464555

Thrust [N]
1423.750473
1438.595466
1438.324294

the rotor, where pressure perturbations are nearly constant, but an increase in noise
radially from the rotor before it decreases further away from the rotor center. This
noise analysis considers loading and thickness noise sources but does not capture wake
interaction, airfoil self-noise, or high-speed impulsive noise.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: NASA N+1 quadrotor isolated rotor base analysis in hover flight condition
(a) blade loading (b) sound pressure level five meters below rotor
The complete vehicle analysis is shown in Figure 10, which includes blade loading
and noise footprint results in Figures 10a and 10b, respectively. The HBEM model
analyzes each rotor individually and does not include a rotor wake, meaning that there
is no interaction between the rotors or with the airframe. These simplifications result
in axisymmetric blade loading as in the isolated rotor cases. As with the isolated
rotor case, the blade loads near the hub and tip of the blades likely overestimate
the actual values. However they align closely with the expected vehicle design thrust.
Aeroacoustic analysis of the quadrotor shows a patterned footprint, with areas in which
pressure perturbations constructively or destructively interact, increasing or decreasing
19

the computed sound pressure level. The noise footprint shows slightly higher noise
generation in front of the vehicle because the front rotors are located below the tail
rotors, nearer to the observer plane.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: NASA N+1 quadrotor vehicle base analysis in hover flight condition (a)
blade loading (b) sound pressure level five meters below vehicle
While the HBEM model requires several simplifying assumptions and does not
consider rotor or vehicle interaction, it captures baseline trends and vehicle design
thrust in hover flight conditions. Similarly, the FWH model with Farassat Formulation
1A and a compact monopole noise model does not account for all sources of noise,
including unresolved aerodynamic noise, broadband noise, and high-speed impulsive
noise; however, it provides a starting point for understanding the vehicle noise signature
and required design choices needed to minimize it.

5

Optimization

The NASA N+1 quadrotor is analyzed using gradient-based optimization to understand
how the vehicle design must be modified to better accomplish specific requirements. In
this work, gradient-based optimization is used to minimize the peak noise recorded at
observer points below an isolated rotor and the quadrotor vehicle while in hover flight
conditions. This is done by coupling the HBEM model with aeroacoustic analysis based
on the FWH model, Farassat Formulation 1A, and a compact monopole noise source
assumption. This coupling is carried out using the optimization software package
OpenMDAO that handles data transfer and efficiently computes implicit derivatives.
Given the lower implementation cost as compared to the adjoint method with reversemode AD, only the direct method and forward-mode AD are used for the presented
optimization cases, but the adjoint method can be used for further improvements in
derivative computation efficiency.
The quantities of interest in the presented optimizations are the peak sound pressure
level recorded at the observer points and the rotor thrust. The rotor design variables
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of interest are the rotor rotation rate as well as blade twist and chord distributions,
taken at equally spaced locations along the blade. Peak sound pressure level across
all of the observers is a discontinuous function and is challenging for gradient-based
optimization to properly handle. To smooth the discontinuities in the design space, the
sound pressure level computed at each observer point is combined using Kreisselmeier–
Steinhauser (KS) aggregation [50]. This technique aggregates the recorded values and
smooths the design space to improve the robustness of gradient-based optimization.
The vehicle thrust is computed using the vertical component of the rotors’ thrust.
Accurate derivatives for the KS aggregated sound pressure level and thrust values are
required to ensure proper optimization convergence.
The derivatives of KS aggregated sound pressure level and thrust for the baseline
isolated rotor and quadrotor in hover flight with respect to twist, chord, and rotational
rate are shown in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. This table shows a comparison between
finite difference, complex step, and the direct method with forward-mode algorithmic
differentiation. Blade root, mid-span, and tip location values are shown to display
the dominant trends found in derivative precision. The complex step is assumed to
be the most accurate derivative, given it is accurate to machine precision. Values
in red represent digits in the finite difference and direct method results that are not
consistent with the complex step results. The finite difference results provide a check
that ensures the derivatives are in the correct range given no source code adaptations
but often deviate from the higher-accuracy results. Instead, the direct method more
closely matches the complex step derivatives, consistently to over ten significant digits.
The accurate direct method derivatives show that it is useful for computing derivatives
for optimization analyses.
Table 3: Derivative verification for isolated rotor optimization
Derivatives of KS(SPL) with respect to design variables
Design variable
Finite difference
Complex step
Twistroot
+0000.003821760416031 +0000.003821744395005
Twistmid
+0000.285098090767860 +0000.285098140110507
Twisttip
+0000.668767511844635 +0000.668767591338044
Chordroot
+0001.335673168301582 +0001.335673427827338
Chordmid
+0031.518437996506691 +0031.518515522804442
Chordtip
+0040.713596418499947 +0040.713722625238503
ω
+0000.597630500793457 +0000.597630413860201
Derivatives of thrust with respect to design variables
Design variable
Finite difference
Complex step
Twistroot
+0005.263133049011230 +0005.263134830714399
Twistmid
+0035.692020177841187 +0035.692032567190267
Twisttip
+0052.561220407485962 +0052.561224957196998
Chordroot
+1090.951535940170288 +1090.951835532580162
Chordmid
+5593.705662012100220 +5593.712368640884051
Chordtip
+3632.118615388870239 +3632.122797770772195
ω
+0037.572423458099365 +0037.572422531183776

Direct method (fwd AD)
+0000.003821744395003
+0000.285098140110512
+0000.668767591338058
+0001.335673427827482
+0031.518515522805124
+0040.713722625238859
+0000.597630413860206
Direct method (fwd AD)
+0005.263134830713834
+0035.692032567191532
+0052.561224957200857
+1090.951835532620635
+5593.712368641079593
+3632.122797770873149
+0037.572422531184806

Accurate and efficient derivative computation, such as with the direct method,
allows for robust gradient-based optimization performance. As with both finite differ21

Table 4: Derivative verification for quadrotor optimization
Derivatives of KS(SPL) with respect to design variables
Design variable
Finite difference
Complex step
Twistroot
+0000.003481596708298 +0000.003481596030981
Twistmid
+0000.283218741416931 +0000.283218836384645
Twisttip
+0000.664974913001060 +0000.664975038942057
Chordroot
+0001.283645868301392 +0001.283646359405105
Chordmid
+0031.346597746014595 +0031.346677254498111
Chordtip
+0040.575448200106621 +0040.575573906853130
ω
+0000.684826999902725 +0000.684827051490085
Derivatives of thrust with respect to design variables
Design variable
Finite difference
Complex step
Twistroot
+0005.255920171737671 +0005.255921887346907
Twistmid
+0035.643105745315552 +0035.643117877018284
Twisttip
+0052.489186048507690 +0052.489191625136087
Chordroot
+1089.456424474716187 +1089.456723957548547
Chordmid
+5586.039682865142822 +5586.046380246750232
Chordtip
+3627.140921831130981 +3627.145099709305214
ω
+0037.520931005477905 +0037.520930831918349

Direct method (fwd AD)
+0000.003481596030978
+0000.283218836384651
+0000.664975038942072
+0001.283646359405259
+0031.346677254498850
+0040.575573906853535
+0000.684827051490092
Direct method (fwd AD)
+0005.255921887346344
+0035.643117877019549
+0052.489191625139973
+1089.456723957589702
+5586.046380246946683
+3627.145099709406622
+0037.520930831919351

ence and complex step, the direct method scales with the number of design variables,
increasing in cost with increasing number of design variables. For the optimization
cases in this work, the number of design variables is maintained as O(10) to ensure
reasonable computational cost. Each optimization case was repeated with three design
variable resolutions corresponding to n = 5, n = 10, and n = 15 spanwise design variable locations. The number of blade elements and the resolution of the simulations was
kept approximately constant across all analyses. Furthermore, to improve optimization robustness, all design variable, constraint function, and objective function values
are scaled to be O(1). All optimizations converged to a tolerance of 10−6 using the
optimizer Scipy SLSQP [51] wrapped within the package pyOptSparse [52]. The cases
ran with OpenMP parallelism using a 6 core (12 thread) 3.6GHz Intel Xeon E5-1650
v4 processor.

5.1

Twist and Angular Velocity Optimization

The optimization problem statement for rotor blade twist and rotation rate optimization is shown in Table 5. This optimization intends to minimize the KS aggregated
sound pressure level across all of the observers below the rotor or vehicle with respect
to the blade twist distribution and rotational rate. This optimization is intended for
hover flight, so the vertical component of lift generated by each rotor is constrained
to one-quarter the total weight of the quadrotor vehicle. In total, this optimization
consists of one objective function, one constraint function, and 6, 11, or 16 design
variables for n = 5, n = 10, and n = 15, respectively.
The optimization results for an isolated rotor in hover flight are shown in Table 6.
These results show the objective function converging to a similar value for n = 10 and
n = 15, but converging slightly higher for n = 5. This difference is due to the limited
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Table 5: Optimization problem statement for rotor blade twist, and rotational rate
optimization.
minimize
with respect to

subject to

Function or Variable
KS(SPL)

Units Description
dB
KS aggregated sound pressure level

Quantity
1

Twist
ω

◦

Blade twist distribution
Rotor rotation rate
Total design variables

5/10/15
1
6/11/16

Thrustz = 1429.175345

N

Single rotor thrust required for 1/4 vehicle weight
Total constraints

1
1

rad/s

design freedom of the n = 5 case, where the individual blade sections are interpolated
over greater spans. The optimization cases satisfied the vertical thrust requirement and
reduced the noise by approximately 1 dB from the baseline design. The performance
of the optimization cases, documented in the table, show that the cost of the cases
increased as the design variable resolution increased. Given the optimizations were
carried out using the direct method, the cost of computing derivatives scaled with
the number of inputs. Additionally, the time required to compute derivatives is much
greater than individual calls to the objective function and increases with an increasing
number of design variables.
Table 6: Optimization results for isolated rotor twist and rotational rate optimization
n
5
10
15

Obj. Value Cons. Value
[dB]
[N]
71.142407 1429.175181
70.955733 1429.175344
70.957564 1429.174310

Obj. Func. Obj. Func. Deriv. Func.
Calls
Time [s]
Calls
29
258.2924
25
48
639.3215
47
51
435.1606
50

Deriv. Func.
Time [s]
1897.0652
5997.5666
9332.5599

Total Time
[s]
2155.3936
6636.9332
9767.7854

The optimized twist distributions along the span of the blade for the three design
variable resolutions are shown in Figure 11. All three cases appear to converge to the
same blade design, with rotational rates of 71.924574, 71.320241, and 71.324824 rad/s
for n = 5, n = 10, and n = 15, respectively. Compared to the baseline design, the
optimized rotor operates at a lower rotational rate but with an increased twist. The
twist of the blade is high at the root before decreasing substantially in the outboard
direction. The decrease in twist diminishes with increasing radial distance from the
root, meaning that the twist flattens and appears consistent towards the blade’s tip.
Increased twist, particularly near the blade’s root, yields a modified blade load distribution and consequently a modified noise footprint.
Figure 12 shows simulation results for the n = 15 twist optimized blade, with
Figure 12a showing blade loading distribution and Figure 12b showing the acoustic
footprint. The optimized design shows an increase in peak disk loading, compensating
for the decreased rotor rotation rate, with loading moved outboard towards the tip
of the blades. While tip or hub loses are not properly captured in the analysis, this
result suggests that the noise footprint can be decreased by increasing blade loading
and decreasing rotor rotation rate. The resulting noise footprint is axisymmetric,
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Figure 11: Isolated rotor twist and rotation rate optimization, twist distribution
matching the expected result as the analysis itself is axisymmetric. The noise footprint
qualitatively matches the baseline design footprint, however, with decreased sound
pressure levels.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: NASA N+1 quadrotor isolated rotor twist and rotation rate n = 15 optimization result in hover flight condition (a) blade loading (b) sound pressure level five
meters below rotor
The optimization results for the quadrotor in hover flight are shown in Table 7.
The optimized objective function value converged to approximately the same result for
n = 5, n = 10, and n = 15, converging slightly higher for the n = 5 case. As with
the isolated rotor cases, this deviation in the result is likely due to the limited design
freedom in the n = 5 case. The cases satisfied the vertical thrust requirement and
reduced the noise by approximately 1 dB, similar to the isolated rotor results. This
optimization has a higher cost than the isolated rotor case, as the aerodynamic and
aeroacoustic simulations require more computations; however, the size of the optimization problem is the same as the isolated rotor. The required time for objective and
derivative function evaluations is greater than that of the isolated rotor case; however
the number of iterations is not.
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Table 7: Optimization results for quadrotor twist and rotational rate optimization
n
5
10
15

Obj. Value Cons. Value
[dB]
[N]
79.822446 1429.174046
79.392263 1429.174415
79.393482 1429.175071

Obj. Func. Obj. Func. Deriv. Func.
Calls
Time [s]
Calls
24
776.2033
24
42
1329.6736
41
56
1819.9286
53

Deriv. Func.
Time [s]
7017.0377
20400.6397
386000.0685

Total Time
[s]
7793.2731
21730.3668
40420.0954

Figure 13 shows the optimized twist distributions along the blade for the three design resolutions, corresponding to optimized rotor rotation rates of 73.848519, 71.369529,
and 71.375552 rad/s for n = 5, n = 10, and n = 15, respectively. As with the isolated
rotor cases, all three resolutions appear to converge to a similar twist distribution. The
higher resolution cases more closely match in distribution and rotation rate. The twist
along the blade is increased, with the root featuring a substantially increased twist,
decreasing towards the tip. Similar to the isolated rotor case, this distribution increases
the loading on the blade, particularly near the tip, to compensate for the decreased
rotation rate.
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Figure 13: Quadrotor twist and rotation rate optimization, twist distribution
Figure 14 shows simulation results of the n = 15 twist optimized quadrotor, where
Figure 14a shows the blade loading over one rotor revolution. Similar to the isolated
rotor case, the blade loading is increased, particularly near the blade’s tip. This increase in loading near the tip is likely over-estimated as both hub and tip losses are not
accounted for. However, this suggests that increased loading can be used to decrease
rotor rotation rate and consequently noise generation. The optimized noise footprint is
shown in Figure 14b, where the noise pattern appears to qualitatively match the footprint of the baseline design, with only a small decrease in overall magnitude attributed
to the optimized twist distribution and rotation rate for the rotors.
For both the isolated rotor and quadrotor designs, the optimizations decreased the
peak sound pressure level below the vehicle by approximately 1 dB. This decrease was
accomplished by increasing the blade twist and consequently increasing blade loading
while decreasing the rotor rotation rate. However, this result yields only a small improvement in noise generation, suggesting that other design variables are relevant for
decreasing rotor noise.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 14: NASA N+1 quadrotor twist, and rotation rate n = 15 optimization result
in hover flight condition (a) blade loading (b) sound pressure level five meters below
rotor

5.2

Twist, Chord, and Angular Velocity Optimization

An optimization problem statement for a twist, chord, and rotation rate optimization is
shown in Table 8. The objective of this optimization is to minimize the KS aggregated
sound pressure level across all of the observers below the rotor or vehicle with respect
to the blade twist distribution, chord distribution, and rotational rate. The rotor or
vehicle’s flight condition is hover, so each rotor is constrained to provide one-quarter
of the total weight of the vehicle in the vertical direction. To avoid unphysical results,
given that structural constraints and important considerations such as rotor efficiency
are not included in the optimization cases, the chord design variables are bounded
within a range of 0 − 0.2 m. In total, this optimization consists of one objective
function, one constraint function, and 11, 21, and 31 design variables for n = 5,
n = 10, and n = 15, respectively.
Table 8: Optimization problem statement for rotor blade twist, chord, and rotational
rate optimization.
minimize
with respect to

subject to

Function or Variable
KS(SPL)

Units
dB

Description
KS aggregated sound pressure level

Quantity
1

Twist
Chord
ω

◦

Blade twist distribution
Blade chord distribution
Rotor rotation rate
Total design variables

5/10/15
5/10/15
1
11/21/31

Single rotor thrust required for 1/4 vehicle weight
Total constraints

1
1

m
rad/s

Thrustz = 1429.175345 N

The optimization results for an isolated rotor in hover flight are shown in Table 9.
The results show the objective function converging to a similar value across the three
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cases, with minor discrepancy. The optimization satisfies the vertical thrust requirement and reduced the maximum noise generated by approximately 6 dB. The table
also shows the performance of the optimization, where the cost increased with an increasing number of design variables. Given the additional chord design variables, the
case is more computationally expensive than the twist and rotation rate isolated rotor
optimization.
Table 9: Optimization results for isolated rotor twist, chord, and rotational rate optimization
n
5
10
15

Obj. Value Cons. Value
[dB]
[N]
65.674737 1429.174272
65.608959 1429.174139
65.484084 1429.175417

Obj. Func. Obj. Func. Deriv. Func.
Calls
Time [s]
Calls
51
436.4621
48
127
1704.1003
91
195
1744.8453
128

Deriv. Func.
Time [s]
6320.3873
21640.0461
46702.8504

Total Time
[s]
6756.9149
23344.2564
48447.9238

Figure 15 shows the optimized twist and chord distributions for the three design
variable resolutions that correspond to optimized rotor rotation rates of 66.662961,
64.09378158 , and 62.90260313 rad/s for n = 5, n = 10, and n = 15, respectively. The
twist distribution on the blade is increased near the root of the blade and decreases
in the outboard direction. The change in twist decreases over the span of the blade
before increasing near the tip. The three design variable resolutions deviate in result
for the tip section of the blade but follow a similar trend of decreasing twist. The chord
distribution shows the value is uniformly set to the maximum allowed value of 0.2 m,
meaning that an increased area can be beneficial for decreased rotor noise generation.
The increased area due to a longer chord length allows for a lower rotor rotation rate
and lower tip loading, decreasing the pressure perturbation that is generated by the
high-speed rotor tip.
Figure 16 shows the blade loading and aeroacoustic footprint of the n = 15 optimized isolated rotor. The blade loading, shown in Figure 16a, is lower and more uniform
across the entire blade than the baseline case, largely due to its increased area. The
blade’s tip has a dramatic decrease in loading that becomes negative. This negative
loading is poorly captured with the HBEM methodology, as root and tip losses are
not captured, and the inflow model does not necessarily capture this inflow condition.
However, the significant decrease in blade twist and consequent negative blade loading
is a useful result that can likely be attributed to the optimizer attempting to remove
loading from the tip of the blade, as the increased area of the remainder of the blade
is capable of providing the required lift without the tip section. The optimized sound
pressure level, shown in Figure 16b, shows the same pattern as the baseline isolated
rotor analysis and is axisymmetric. The decreased sound pressure level is due to a
decrease in the overall sound pressure level throughout all observer points.
The optimization results for the quadrotor in hover flight are shown in Table 10. The
optimized objective function value converged to a similar result for n = 5, n = 10, and
n = 15, although with minor deviation. The results satisfy the thrust requirement and
decrease the peak noise by approximately 7 dB. The performance of the optimization
cases is also shown in the table. While the size of the optimization cases is the same
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Figure 15: Isolated rotor twist, chord, and rotation rate optimization, twist and chord
distributions

(a)

(b)

Figure 16: NASA N+1 quadrotor isolated rotor twist, chord, and rotation rate n = 15
optimization result in hover flight condition (a) blade loading (b) sound pressure level
five meters below rotor
as the isolated rotor, the cost increases because each analysis is more computationally
expensive with additional rotors. Furthermore, the added chord design variables cause
the optimization wall time to increase substantially beyond the other optimization
cases.
Figure 17 shows the optimized twist and chord distributions for each spanwise variable resolution. These curves correspond to optimized rotor rotation rates of 65.713951,
56.580455, and 61.128316 rad/s for n = 5, n = 10, and n = 15, respectively. These
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Table 10: Optimization results for quadrotor twist, chord, and rotational rate optimization
Obj. Value Cons. Value
[dB]
[N]
5
74.231399 1429.174222
10 73.425789 1429.174343
15 73.856633 1429.174531
n

Obj. Func. Obj. Func. Deriv. Func.
Calls
Time [s]
Calls
47
1521.3968
46
71
2325.4775
68
114
3688.4223
111

Deriv. Func. Total Time
Time [s]
[s]
23482.4716
25003.9296
62704.3419
65029.9127
153560.8219 157249.4048

Chord [m]

Twist [ ]

values deviate substantially from each other, signifying the optimizer has found multiple designs that converge to the required optimization tolerance. As with the isolated
rotor case, the twist increases at the root of the blade, and decreases towards the tip.
Both n = 5 and n = 15 increase the tip area to the maximum allowed value while
significantly decreasing the twist on the tip. Instead, the n = 10 case does not increase the tip chord length and does not substantially change the twist at the tip of
the blade. The chord distribution for the remainder of the blade shows that the optimization arrived at a design that is as large as permitted, with each chord section set
to the maximum allowed value of 0.2 m. As with the isolated rotor case, the increased
area allows for a lower rotor rotation rate and decreased tip loading, decreasing the
noise generated by the rotor, especially from the tip of the blade. The deviation in
result may be explained as the optimizer approaching the optimum with a different
approach in each case. A stricter tolerance may help to converge to the same result
for each case.
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Figure 17: Quadrotor twist, chord, and rotation rate optimization, twist and chord
distributions
Figure 18 shows the n = 15 optimized rotor design analyzed for blade loads and
aeroacoustic footprint, in Figures 18a and 18b, respectively. As in the isolated rotor
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case, the blade loading of each rotor on the quadrotor is uniformly decreased across
the blade, with a sharp decrease at the tip.
The negative loading at the tip is likely because the remainder of the blade can generate the required thrust, with the optimizer attempting to unload the tip to decrease
high-speed pressure perturbations. The negative loading is not well captured without
accounting for root and tip losses, and with the fixed linear inflow model. However, it
provides insight into design improvements that can be made to decrease the noise the
rotor generates. The vehicle noise footprint shows that the optimized design generates
a similar pattern to that of the baseline design, albeit decreased across all observer
points. This is likely due to the increased blade area that allows for decreased rotor
rotation rate without requiring an increase in the loading on each blade.

(a)

(b)

Figure 18: NASA N+1 quadrotor twist, chord, and rotation rate optimization n = 15
result in hover flight condition (a) blade loading (b) sound pressure level five meters
below rotor
Both the isolated rotor and quadrotor designs were optimized to decrease the peak
sound pressure level recorded on the defined grid of observers, yielding an improvement
of approximately 6 − 7 dB. This decrease was accomplished by increasing the chord
distribution to the maximum allowed value and increasing the blade twist near the root
and across the blade span, with a sharp decrease in loading at the blade tip, along with
decreasing the rotational rate of the rotors. The loading at the blade tip is negative,
which is not well captured by the HBEM model without root or tip loss models and a
fixed inflow model. However, the result provides intuition into the optimizer attempting
to remove loading from the blade tip. The lack of flexibility in the optimization and
linear interpolation between defined sections likely causes the optimizer to find a result
in which some elements generate negative loading.
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6

Conclusion and Discussion

The emergence of UAM is driving the rapid development of novel aerial vehicles that
are taking shape as complex rotorcraft. These rotorcraft are intended to fly over cities
to safely and efficiently transport passengers; however, they must do so without causing
great disturbance to the communities they are intended to serve. To ensure quiet vehicles which can operate within noise regulations, UAM vehicle design should consider
aeroacoustic performance throughout the vehicle design process. This can be done
by developing efficient computational methods that can be used for multidisciplinary
analysis and gradient-based design optimization. In this paper, we present a hybrid
blade element momentum (HBEM) model coupled with an acoustics analysis tool that
considers monopole and dipole noise for gradient-based rotorcraft optimization. Both
tools are algorithmically differentiated in forward-mode, and model derivatives are obtained using the direct method implemented through the OpenMDAO framework. We
use this coupled model to optimize the rotors on the NASA N+1 quadrotor vehicle,
considering twist, chord, and rotation rate design variables for both isolated rotor and
quadrotor cases.
The optimization analyses show that the noise generated by an isolated rotor and
quadrotor can be decreased by 1 dB by optimizing the blade twist distribution and
rotor rotational rate, increasing blade loading while decreasing rotational rate. This
decrease in noise does not cause a change in qualitative noise footprint, instead a
uniform decrease across the entire observer field. Including the chord design variable
within the optimization leads to a greater decrease in the noise of 6–7 dB by increasing
the chord at each blade section to redistribute loading while also allowing for a lower
rotational rate. These results provide insight into low-noise rotor design with blade
twist, chord, and rotational rate design variables. The coupled models can be used
with greater design freedom to further understand the aeroacoustic performance of the
entire vehicle and the blade designs, leading to decreased noise generation.
The work presented in this paper showcases the coupled models that can be used
for efficient and time-accurate gradient-based optimization with aeroacoustic considerations. Continuing work is focused on improving the efficiency of the optimization using
the adjoint method with reverse-mode algorithmic differentiation. Furthermore, in its
current form, the HBEM model can represent quasi-steady and azimuthally varying
inflows, but it does not consider unsteady and impulsive contributions to blade loading.
Such corrective models are being added to the HBEM model to improve its accuracy.
Finally, the aeroacoustic formulation used in this paper accounts for tonal noise in the
form of dipole (loading) and monopole (thickness) noise sources. A broadband noise
model can provide additional insight into the total noise a vehicle generates while in
operation, helping to minimize its complete noise footprint. Using efficient modeling
and gradient-based optimization techniques such as blade element modeling and aeroacoustic analogies helps to provide insight into low-noise vehicle design that can be used
throughout a vehicle design process.
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